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Utnif debate camp
For more information about specific programs - click on the links above! We are still accepting new enrollments based on available places! If you are not offered a place in the program of your choice, a $250 deposit is refunded. Feedback from former utNIF holidaymakers attending UTNIF prior to my senior year was such
a rewarding experience. The smaller lab sizes gave me more one-on-one time with amazing lab managers, who in turn gave me more personalized advice and help. Discussions that we not only made me a better debater, but also made me a better person from instructors who were genuine and honest in helping me
improve. Even if camp was online, being able to feel a constant sense of progress and having the structure of my approach to the season were the most integral part of my motivation and success. Having a leadership hand that could keep me back on track made me feel confident in my improvement. - Daniel Shea,
UTNIF Camper 2019 I really enjoyed attending UTNIF's 6-week Survivors program last summer, as well as the Skills Program two years ago. The Faculty is incredibly experienced, innovative, and most importantly dedicated to providing debaters with one-on-one attention and thoughtful feedback. Surviving sessions
especially allowed me to hone my skills through numerous hours of research/file production, lectures and debate practices. I am truly grateful to have had the opportunity to participate in UTNIF and highly recommend it to anyone who wants to improve on the debate! - Sakshi Garg, UTNIF Camper 2019 Brendon Bankey,
Director of Debate Brandon is Director of Debate and Co-Director of UTNIF. He currently teaches reasoning and advocacy at the University of Texas at Austin as an associate professor of communication studies. Brandon is happy to bring his experience to his second summer at UTNIF. He was one of the #1 the
country's team and the 2018 National Debate Tournament champions as an assistant debate coach at the University of Kansas. Brandon earned a master's degree and served as an assistant debate coach at Wake Forest University. Throughout his career, Brandon has been active in high school debates. He was an
assistant coach at Pace Academy for five years. Some of Pace's accomplishments during this period include winning the 2015 National Association of Debate Coaches tournament; Victory in Glenbrooks, Michigan, and MBA; and receiving the highest award of speaker in St. Marks. Prior to working at Pace, Brandon
spent four seasons working with Whitney Young, culminating in a performance at the Champions Tournament. Some of the former Summer Brendon debate seminars went to college debates on competitive programs across the United States. These students schools such as University University Baylor University,
Indiana University, Liberty University and University of Southern California. Eric Lanning, program coordinator for Eric Lanning, is currently the program coordinator for the National Institute of Forensic Sciences at the University of Texas, where he also helps train the speech and discussion team. Prior to joining the
University of Texas, Eric lived and worked in China for 3 years as academic director of speech and debate at the National Association of Speech and Debate of China. Before moving to China, Eric spent 15 years at the highest levels of the debate about competitive politics. As a competitor in college, Eric's
accomplishments include winning the National Debate Tournament (2010), winning the Kentucky Tournament (2010) and the prestigious Kentucky Round Robin (2011), and being the best speaker on both. In three appearances at the NDT, 2 of them as first rounds at the big stakes (Top 16) Eric went on elimination
rounds as the second seed twice (2010, 2015), advancing to the Octofinal (2009) and the quarterfinals (2015), as well as the second-ranked speaker (2010). In addition to his own competitive success, Eric has worked with some of the most successful high school debaters and programs of the last decade as a coach.
These awards include winning the prestigious Baker Award for a season of long supremacy, back-to-back national championships at the Tournament of Champions, and the winner and top speaker at almost every major national tournament, including Greenhill, St. Marks, Glenbrooks, Barkley Forum, Montgomery Bell
Academy and Harvard. Eric is originally from Houston, Texas, and studied at Michigan State University and The University of Houston, where he graduated with a degree in political science. Dr. Ellie Chase, Senior Faculty, Sophomore Select Supersession Dr. Ellie Chase is currently deputy director of the William Pitt
Discussion Union at the University of Pittsburgh. She has nearly a decade of coaching experience, including five years at the University of Kansas, where she has coached elimination teams in every national tournament as well as countless regional tournaments. She coached Rex Copeland Award recipients, NDT
Champions, and NDT top speaker. Allie also has extensive high school coaching experience including coaching the NSDA National Tournament and CFL National Tournament champions and TOC finalists. She has led and coached in the summer debate institutions for the past six years. In addition to the competitive
aspects of the debate, Ellie deeply believes in the transformative potential of arguments for personal growth, education and socio-political change. Ian Beier, Senior Faculty, Sophomore Select Supersession Ian is director of debate at the College Preparatory School in Auckland and a graduate student in the Department
of Communication Studies at the University The CPS qualified four teams in the TOC and the squad is cleared at the tournament several times while working with the program. He was an assistant coach at the University of Kansas for five years. He was previously an assistant coach at Damien High School. In 2015, his
team reached the final of the NSDA tournament. Prior to his time at Damien, he was assistant director of debate at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. Leah Schultz, senior faculty, 2 weeks of politics Leah Schultz is currently a commercial lawyer at an international law firm based in Atlanta, Georgia. She received a J.D.
degree. at Emory University, where she graduated with honors and was executive notes and commentary editor of the Emory Law Review. Before she received her J.D., she earned an M.A. in Communications from Wake Forest University. Leah is one of the most successful college debate coaches of late. She has
worked with Wake Forest, Gonzaga, Harvard and Kentucky as assistant debate coach. Her team won all major awards in the college debate, including Copeland Awards winners, Top Speaker at NDT, Top Seed at NDT and NDT Champions. As a competitor in college, Leah reached the NDT semifinals, was the 5th
overall speaker and was 4th at the big rate. In high school, she discussed with UTNIF Program Coordinator Eric Lanning how to reach the TOC semifinals and receive eight TOC applications. This will be Leah's first summer back in the debate camp since the beginning of her legal career, and she's excited to share her
unique perspective on criminal and civil law as students explore the topic of policy discussion (criminal justice reform) this summer. Her recent areas of professional attention include leading roles in her firm COVID-19 response, as well as donated work for death row inmates in Georgia. Kenny Delph, guest lecturer, 2
weeks of politics Kenny is a recent graduate of the University of Kansas, finishing the 2020 season as one of the best ranking teams in the country. Next year they will be hosting their masters in communication at Wake Forest University as well as coaching their successful debate team. Kenny was recently recognized as
the 2020 CEDA 'Baby Jo' Debate of the Year, one of the highest honors in the collegiate debate community. This award is given to an outstanding debater with record-breaking competitive success and a desire to represent the highest values of the debate community. Their competitive achievements include getting the
first round on the big bets at the NDT twice, advancing to elimination rounds twice, 2nd place at the CEDA Championship Tournament and winning the prestigious Harvard Invitational, California Coast Swing and Pittsburgh Round Robin. They are former UTNIF campers - with debates for Little Rock Central High School
in Little Rock, Arkansas. Het Desai, Junior Faculty, Desai is a recent graduate of Coppell High School and will attend the University of Texas at Austin this fall. From being ranked 2nd on the coach's poll with 12 career stakes, crowned winner of Glenbrooks and California Round Robin, competing at the end of rounds of
national tournaments such as Emory and Cal, and earning speaker awards that range from 3rd at the Greenhill Tournament to 2nd in the California Robin Round, he has just finished a successful high school career with victories and accomplishments across the country. Het is excited to work at UTNIF this summer and
start discussing UT this fall! This will be the first time Het will work at UTNIF. Dr. Ricky Garner, Senior Faculty, 2 Week Program Dr. Richard Garner is currently Director of Debate at the University of Houston. Since his first studies at UTNIF in 2003, he has taught labs at every skill level, helped develop the institute's
curriculum, and worked with students on everything from anarchy, space elevators, psychoanalysis. Prior to joining Shawston, he coached Harvard for ten years, after working at New York University, Columbia and Emory. In the past, he has had the honor of coaching debaters who won CEDA Citizens, TOC, and Top
Speaker at NDT. In college, he won the CEDA National Championship at New York University, and in high school he discussed the end of the elims of both UIL and TFA State Tournaments. David Kilpatrick, instructor, 2-week program David Kilpatrick recently received an assessment from the University of Texas after a
discussion for 5 years and has been active in the debate for more than a decade. He currently coaches at Westwood High School and UT. In the 2018/19 season, he coached teams to qualify for the Tournament of Champions and the National Debate Tournament, including the Longhorn Classic Championship. This is
his 7th UTNIF and he is thrilled to be leading the survivors this year. He absolutely loves the debate and hopes to help students meet and surpass their goals for next season. Nico Juarez, instructor, 2-week program Nico Juarez participates in the debate for 8 years. Seeing teaching and learning as a place for liberation
and enlightenment, Nico combines his experience of conducting competitive debates, his role as an active scholar in the humanities, and pedagogy care to support students in achieving their personal and educational goals. Nico was a double in the first round of debates at the University of Oklahoma and managed to
reach the elimination rounds at the National Debate Tournament several times. As a coach, Nico has experience with various traditional policy debates and critical discussion students from small and large schools. Outside of debate and academia, Nico likes to visit museums and wander through book stories with coffee
in hand. If asked about psychoanalysis, he usually talks a lot. Watts, an instructor, a two-week program of zakari Watts is a rising third-year debater at the University of Texas at Austin. He currently discusses both 2N/1A, but also has early experience in the 2A/1N position. This is his second year of working with UTNIF.
He hopes to both deepen his knowledge and literature base for anti-black studies and assist for high school debaters attending the camp. Outside of the debate, zakari is a third-year chemical engineering student at the University of Texas at Austin. Will Coltzer, instructor, 2 week program William Coltzer is rising third
year at Unuversity Texas in Austin. Will the government research and competed for UT the last two years. As a college debater, he qualified for the National Debate Tournament (NDT) twice and was invited to the Pitt Round by Robin. In highshool, he competed for Winston Churchill (Tx) in both LD and Politics. His
senior year was in the quarters of Greenhill, Emory, Grapevine, and TFA State Tournament. He studied at UTNIF as a high school student and worked in the camp last year as an assistant to the RA/Laboratory. Mason Marriott-Voss, instructor, 2 week program Mason Marriott-Voss is a student at the University of Texas
at Austin. Mason studies biochemistry and competes for UT for a season and a half. During his first full year of college debates, he qualified for the National Debate Tournament (NDT) and was invited to the Pitt Round by Robin. In high school, he played for the Academy of Liberal Arts and Sciences (LASA) in Austin. His
senior year he was the Elimination Rounds of the Tournament of Champions (TOC), and won both the Harvard Invitational and the Texas TFA State Championship. He was invited to Greenhill Round Robin, and was at the end of elims Greenhill, St. Marks, Texas, and Grapevine. He visits UTNIF before his senior
season, and has worked at camp past three summers as a lab supervisor/assistant. Leader/assistant. utnif debate camp reviews. utnif policy debate camp. utnif ld debate camp
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